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Unlike the multitude of poorly made products in the market-
place today—including some manufactured in faraway 
lands—Timeless windows are made to outlast your home itself
and look just as beautiful in 50 years as the day they first 
graced your home.

These exceptional windows and doors are made in America by Americans, using
the finest materials and 21st-century technology. They’re manufactured by a 
company known—and recognized—for innovation and constant improvement.
These are high-performance products that stand the test of time.

Timeless windows are expertly designed and manufactured with exacting precision
so that you will never have to replace them. They are truly Timeless.

Timeless windows bring smiles to people of all ages because of all they do—like

making homes more beautiful, lighter, brighter, and more comfortable to live in.

Why you should select Timeless
windows for your home



Be more comfortable and enjoy

Timeless windows are specifically designed to be as energy efficient as
they are beautiful. You and your family deserve to be comfortable in your
home year round—and NOT have to pay high energy bills.

Every Timeless product incorporating any of our high-performance 
glass systems qualifies for the ENERGY STAR® label. It’s everyone’s
responsibility to save energy, and selecting ENERGY STAR qualified
products is one of the best ways to do so.

Values for aluminum, wood and typical vinyl windows were obtained from LBNL Windows

W5 generic window components. Actual values may vary.

“U-Value” indicates the rate of heat flow that escapes your home when you want to keep

the heat in. “Solar Heat Gain Coefficient” (SHGC) indicates the rate of heat flow that

enters your home when you want to keep the heat out.



lower home energy bills

Making homes more energy efficient and comfortable is what

Timeless windows do best. It’s no coincidence that they’re made by the company 

that has achieved unparalleled national ENERGY STAR® recognition from the U.S.

Department of Energy and Environmental Protection Agency.



Soft White Timeless Plus™ double-hung and casement windows with Colonial-style grids and specialty shaped half-round windows with spokes-style grids.



Peace of mind—standard on
all Timeless windows

Because they’re engineered to be so strong and durable, Timeless windows
help protect your loved ones from intrusion—and harsh weather. Solid
multi-chambered frames with tough, heavy-duty locks and hardware 
make Timeless products some of the most formidable windows and 
doors in America.

Easy to use, nothing to maintain

Timeless windows operate smoothly, quietly and reliably
for years and years without the need for you to do a single
thing to maintain them. No lubrication, no painting. Even
cleaning them is remarkably easy—and fast.

The sleek thin-line frame design of Timeless windows brightens your home

on the inside and gives it the look of classic beauty on the outside.

Exclusive window partner with the National

Crime Prevention Council, offering 

intruder-resistant windows & doors.



You can select from two elegant Timeless product series to make your
new windows perfect for your family. Timeless “Plus” windows, our
ever-popular double-hung style shown at left, feature an exceptionally
wide range of options. Metal reinforcement is standard, as are many
other fine features.

1. Heavy-duty frames are fused together at the corners at temperatures near 500° F.

This solid one-piece frame design provides maximum strength and resistance to water

and air, unlike most other windows that are held together with screws and caulking.

2. Stainless steel "Constant Force" balance system ensures fingertip operation 

on double-hung models.*

3. Automotive-type glazing system creates a super-tight seal.*

4. Special premium-grade weather-stopping systems block air and water infiltration for

optimum window performance.

5. Beautifully styled, heavy-duty cam action sweep lock keeps your home safe and secure.

Paired with a rugged metal lock keeper that’s fastened perpendicularly to the sash frame, it

enables Timeless Plus windows to pass rigorous AAMA forced-entry tests with ease.

6. Easy-to-use latches on double-hung models provide "tilt in" operation to make 

cleaning fast and easy.

7. Insulating closed-cell foam wrap around the frame perimeter significantly reduces

drafts from penetrating between windows and walls.

8. Intercept® warm-edge spacer system reduces heat loss through the glass and has

proven to be the best system for glass seal longevity.*

Qualities that make Timeless 
beautiful and easy to use
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9. Insulfil™ foam in the frame improves

thermal efficiency to help lower home

energy costs.

10. Sleek push-button ventilation latches

allow you to open these windows partially 

for ventilation.

11. Aluminum-reinforced meeting rail

interlock adds structure and allows the

lock and lock keeper to fasten through 

the vinyl into the metal.

Plus™ windows so energy efficient, strong,
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Timeless Plus styles include double-

hung, picture window, and two- or

three-lite slider window models.

12. The smooth, non-porous finish of the

vinyl is a major reason Timeless Plus 

windows can maintain their beauty and

durability for decades.

13. Heavy-duty sloped sill helps to 

keep your windows looking their best.

Rainwater drains away completely and 

the sill is easy to clean. The bottom sash

latches onto the sill for superior strength

and durability.

14. Heavy-duty extruded screen frames

and fiberglass screen cloth are standard for

durable and unobtrusive insect protection.



1. Robotically sealed corners ensure the window stays 

square and will never require sealants. They also will 

prevent water and air from entering your home.

2. Expertly engineered, durable vinyl frame with multiple 

structural hollows provides exceptional strength and 

insulating properties.

3. Unique ventilation limit latches allow you to let in 

refreshing breezes without sacrificing safety 

and security.

4. Gorell’s “Constant Force” balance system on 

double-hung models lets you operate your windows 

with just the touch of a finger.*

5. Premium-grade multi-fin weather seals create an 

airtight seal.*

6. Easy-pull tilt latches on double-hung models provide 

“tilt in” operation on both sashes for unbelievably 

easy cleaning.

7. The Intercept® warm-edge spacer system is time-proven 

for long-term seal dependability and exceptional 

thermal performance.*

8. Almond (optional) or soft white vinyl frames feature a silky

smooth, clean surface that will look beautiful for decades.

9. Insulating foam wrap creates another barrier to eliminate

drafts coming up through your home’s wall cavities.

10. Classic millwork design provides an elegant look typically

associated with handcrafted moldings.

11. Heavy-duty, custom-designed 

hardware gives your windows 

vise-like strength and security, 

yet it’s recessed into the sash 

so that it’s practically invisible—

giving your home an even more

beautiful appearance.

12. Rugged, heavy-duty integral lift rail 

is indestructible and is built to stand

up to regular, everyday use. This

attractive feature makes the window

easy to operate.

13. New, heavy-duty one-piece sloped 

sill design provides exceptional

strength and rigidity. The bottom sash

actually latches onto the sill, providing

a super-tight seal.You can also

choose our integral pocket sill design.

* Feature not visible in photograph.
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Qualities of our traditional Timeless windows
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Elegant Timeless Plus™ windows, topped by a center half round, and featuring color-matched internal Colonial-style grids.



Bow and Bay Systems Casement and Awning

More exceptional products to complement your Timeless 

Nothing can open up a room, intro-

duce light and expand your view of

the outdoors quite like a beautiful

bow or bay window. These systems

come in numerous styles and

designs to give your home a unique

and beautiful appearance—inside

and out.

Known for their ability to create an

airtight seal for superb energy 

efficiency and worry-free security,

these windows let you “catch a 

fresh breeze” with the turn of a 

handle. They’re available in a 

myriad of configurations and 

styles to give your home an 

attractive, unique look.



Sliding Patio Doors

Enjoy the view outside from within 

the comfort of your own home.

These durable, heavy-duty doors 

are engineered with your energy bills

in mind. They’ll operate smoothly

and dependably for years without 

maintenance. Available in two- and

three-panel models.

Storm Windows and DoorsHinged Patio Doors

windows

Hinged patio doors embody the

essence of classic styling. The

French-door model will add a touch

of elegance to your home. Custom

design your door by selecting from

numerous options, such as decora-

tive glass, grids and security glass.

Available in various configurations.

Storm windows and doors never

looked so good. Heavy-duty 

aluminum storm products help 

protect your primary windows 

and doors from the elements.

They will also help lower your

home energy costs and keep 

your home more comfortable.



With all Timeless series windows, you can choose from numerous high-
performance glass systems for just the right level of comfort and energy-saving
efficiency—and security—that you prefer for your home.

Timeless glass systems feature technologically advanced Low-E coatings, the
industry’s most effective spacer system, and natural, efficiency-enhancing inert
gases between the panes. Our special security glass system also includes a
tough—though invisible—laminated interlayer that is the key to keeping

intruders and objects from breaking through.

All Timeless products that incorporate any of these optional high-performance glass systems 
qualify for the U.S. Department of Energy’s ENERGY STAR® label. They also filter out a 
significant portion of the ultraviolet light spectrum that can fade draperies, carpeting and other
home furnishings.

SolarShine™ features a unique transparent coating that helps keep

windows cleaner longer. The coating is so smooth that most dirt

doesn’t “hold on to” it, and it also loosens and breaks down dirt that

does adhere to the glass.

Selecting the right glass for you

Without SolarShine™ With SolarShine™

Timeless high-performance

windows—GreenSpec labeled

for their energy efficiency and

environmental benefits.



Soft White Timeless double-hung windows—not your ordinary windows.



Options to make your home truly timeless

Equilibrium stained glass design with gold leading.

Woodgrains

The problem with wood windows is

that they begin deteriorating the

moment they’re made. Now you can

enjoy the beauty of different woods

without swelling, rotting and all the

other maintenance problems of

wood. Select your Timeless Plus 

windows with strikingly beautiful vinyl

woodgrain finishes—Golden Oak,

Cherry, or Walnut—on the interior,

then choose from a myriad of 

attractive exterior color finishes.

Decorative Glass

Give your windows—and home—

their own special character by select-

ing breathtaking decorative glass.

Choose from a variety of stained and

leaded glass designs, or V-grooved

and etched glass patterns. Unique

faux art designs are another alterna-

tive that offer an elegant, beautiful

appearance at a great cost.

Printed images of colors, woodgrains and decorative glass

may differ slightly from actual colors and patterns.



SolarShine™ Glass

SolarShine™ represents an amazing

new glass technology that actually

keeps your windows and doors

cleaner longer. Its built-in transparent

coating is so smooth that most dirt

just can’t adhere to it. A light spray of

water—or rainfall—will wash the dirt

away and dry spot-free as the water

sheets off the surface.

Colors

Coordinate or contrast the color of

your windows and sliding doors to the

color of your home by selecting one

of numerous beautiful exterior color

finishes—including Forest, Brick,

Clay, Terra, Greystone or Tudor

Brown! Give them a truly unique look

by combining your exterior color

choice with one of our fine interior 

finishes—Soft White, Almond,

Walnut, Cherry or Golden Oak.

BetterVue™ Screens

These unique screens will give you 

a sharper view of the outdoors—

and the added airflow you’ll get for 

ventilation is almost like having no

screen at all!

InterBlinds™

Sealed between two panes of glass, InterBlinds are a great alternative to traditional

wall-mounted blinds and draperies. Of course all blinds are beautiful and offer

instant privacy, but InterBlinds stay pristine, clean and beautiful—and they’re 

sealed away from little hands. Tilt the blinds with fingertip ease to obtain just the

right view—or close them for complete privacy.



More great options

Obscure Glass

While you expect light from your 

windows, sometimes you can do 

without the view—or you don’t want

to be the view for others. For those

places in your home where you need

privacy, choose from a wide selection

of distinctive obscure glass patterns.

Incorporate them into bathrooms or

other accent areas for privacy—or

just a touch of beauty.

Uniquely Shaped Windows

Windows don’t have to be simply 

rectangular anymore. Move full-speed

into 21st-century home architecture

by adding the exciting new dimension

of Timeless specialty-shaped 

windows to your home. Choose from

Circles, Half Rounds, Trapezoids,

Eyebrows, Quarter Rounds,Triangles,

Pentagons, Ellipses and more.You

can have Timeless windows in almost

any shape you can envision.

Internal Grids

Does the traditional look of divided-

lite windows appeal to you? Then

select our exquisite internal grids 

for your new Timeless windows.

Because these beautiful grids are

between the glass panes, they never

need to be cleaned. Available in

numerous styles.
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